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Abstract: 
Current micro-level studies on the effect of formal child care on fertility behavior cannot establish an 
indisputable positive link. Especially in Germany’s policy context however, such a link is crucial to en-
hance the legitimacy of the more recent but long overdue policy turnaround towards the dual-earner 
model. The results of this paper illustrate the reliance of policy success on an alignment of preferences 
presupposed by the implemented policy and preferences prevalent within the exposed population. 
Preferences central to driving policy success are distinguished by women’s receptiveness to such policy 
in terms of policy applicability and acceptability. The approach is empirically tested by means of Event-
History analysis of German women’s first-birth transition based on the German Pairfam panel data set. 
The results indicate that if formal child care options are provided to 1) women who desire to reconcile 
family and career, or are provided to 2) women who are open to give their child into formal care, the 
provision of child care is a significant factor in stimulating women’s transition to first birth. On the 
contrary, women with career- or family-foci and women averse to formal care are not stimulated by 
the provision of formal care options. From the results I conclude that a continued expansion of formal 
child care will aid in overcoming lowest-low fertility by providing child care to those who are receptive 
to it and promoting a timelier motherhood image to women who are still averse to it.  
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1. Introduction 

More recently Germany’s lasting lowest-low fertility trend has evolved into concerning symptoms of 

population decline and population aging. Associated with these population trends are growing fears 

of potentially overwhelming strains on the German social security system that have led policy makers 

to counteract persistently low fertility. Women’s continued struggle to reconcile childbearing desires 

and professional ambitions is commonly brought up as a key driver of low fertility (McDonald 2007, 

Allmendinger 2009, Willekens 1991) such that addressing those struggles by means of policy action 

has been considered a promising angle to overcome these trends. The rising educational attainment 

and labor force participation of women to levels comparable to their male counterparts and the 

undisputed success of the Nordic policy model has reinforced the legitimacy of this policy approach. 

In that respect, the tremendous expansion of child care infrastructure over the course of the past 

decade ranks among the most notable and promising policy efforts. Child care as such serves as a 

measure of public support to mothers aiming to reconcile career and motherhood. High childlessness 

and low motherly employment in the West and fewer higher-order transitions in the East (Kreyenfeld 

and Konietzka 2017, Goldstein and Kreyenfeld 2011) however continue to sustain the lowest-low 

fertility trend. In addition, micro-level studies in various national contexts fail to establish an 

undisputable link of child care provision and fertility stimulation (Hank and Kreyenfeld 2003, 2004).  

These juxtaposed findings tend to undermine the legitimacy of child care as a policy approach 

considering the costliness of efforts. Formal child care however presupposes a dual-earner mindset 

which especially in the West constitutes a sharp contrast to the decade-long normative and political 

establishment of the male breadwinner model. Such sudden structural change is likely to precede the 

normative adjustment that is needed for the disrupting policy model to be successful (Bernardi et al. 

2015). The lag between presupposed and prevailing preferences may explain a potentially weak link of 

child care and fertility in Germany: “fertility effects may be weak or insignificant if policies do not 

correspond to the social life that the majority of people in a country want to lead or if the family policies 

contradict the norms that guide most people’s lives” (Neyer and Andersson 2008). Central objective of 

this paper is to investigate the bearing of a certain alignment/misalignment of presupposed and actual 

preferences on the success of family policy in stimulating the intended fertility behavior. As such this 

paper aims to seek an explanation for the inconclusiveness of prior studies regarding the link of fertility 

and child care policy and to gather grounds for a guiding recommendation of future German family 

policy. 
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The alignment of presupposed and factual preferences will be termed policy receptiveness and 

following the suggestion of Neyer and Andersson will be distinguished by women’s preferences with 

respect to the reconciliation of career and motherhood (“the social life people want to lead”) and 

women’s preferences with respect to child care (“the norms that guide people’s lives”).1 It will be 

hypothesized that reconciliation preferences affect the applicability of child care policy to women’s 

intended life course while child care preferences affect the acceptability of child care as a reconciliation 

measure to facilitate this intended life course. The hypotheses will be tested by means of Event-History 

analysis in the context of German women’s transition to first birth. Childlessness, a persistent concern 

in the West and a temporary one post-reunification in the East, is a relevant outcome variable due to 

its bearing on Germany’s lowest-low fertility trend. In aggregate, Germany’s fertility decline largely 

stems from postponed or absent first-birth transitions but also from a decrease in the number of large 

families (Billari and Kohler 2004, Rowland 2007) – additionally both phenomena are related as women 

in the West commonly choose between having children at all or having two or more children. 

A preluding outline of Germany’s historical family policy pre- and post-reunification in East and West 

is conducted to build an understanding for the context of the subsequent shift in family policy. I then 

recap the more recent expansion of child care reforms since 2005 followed by a brief summary of 

recent fertility data and micro-level studies on the relation of child care provision and fertility 

decisions. A theoretical framework of fertility decisions is derived, guided by Becker’s theory of the 

allocation of time (1965). This framework provides grounds for a systematic derivation of hypotheses 

on the impact of child care provision on women’s fertility decisions distinguished by a heterogenous 

receptiveness to that policy measure. The derived hypotheses are tested empirically by means of data 

from the German Pairfam longitudinal panel data set with seven interview waves from 2008/9 to 

2014/15. The data set is used to reproduce and comprehend the life-course trajectory of German 

women and Event-History analysis is conducted to test hypotheses on the example of childless German 

women in a relationship and their partnership duration until first birth. The women under analysis will 

be followed until the respective event or censored due to death, end of partnership or end of 

observation. Concludingly, results are discussed and interpreted in terms of policy implications and 

potential contributions to current literature. 

 

                                                           
1 The term preference suggests that the corresponding choices are the direct successor of preferences within a 
liberated framework of decision-making. It is however undisputable that choices may have various origins 
including intrinsic preferences, but also normative pressure from society, friends and family to comply with 
certain behaviors. Whether this is the case is not central question of this study but rather revealed preferences 
(no matter the origin) which are likely indicative of future life choices. 
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2. Policy context and evaluation 

2.1 Historical family models in Germany 
 

Pre-reunification 

In the years following WWII labor market imbalances and the establishment of different economic 

systems laid the groundwork for the development of contrasting gender role models in East and West. 

Western German labor markets were struggling with an oversupply in work force stemming from the 

influx of refugees from former German territories and Eastern Germany as well as returning war 

prisoners. Given the historically strong gender role segregation, the re-establishment of the male 

breadwinner model was not only an obvious choice in ideological terms , but beneficial for a quick 

reduction of excess labor supply (Blossfeld and Drobnic 2002). Consequentially, public policy promoted 

a shift in employment patterns – mainly industrial jobs were taken up by men while women returned 

to their traditional role as homemaker and child carer. Not only were social norms strongly averse to 

female employment, but married women’s access to the labor market was legally restricted by the 

male partner’s formal consent until the mid-70s. Those able to seek employment were hardly 

supported by public infrastructure. Formal child care or after-school care were rarely existent or 

restricted by narrow opening hours (Rosenfeld et al. 2004). Financial incentives for family formation 

enhanced the gender role segregation even further (Lutz et al. 2013) - child allowances and tax reliefs 

for single-earner couples gave financial leeway for women to stay at home and care for the child.  

Eastern German politicians were struggling to sustain a balanced labor market facing significant 

shortages in labor supply. Such struggles were not only reflected in attempts to physically detain the 

Eastern German population within the country, but also in the employment of all wo(man)power 

available. The egalitarian role distribution, distinct at the time, was therefore not only a question of 

Marxist ideology, but a question of economic survival (Trappe et al. 1996). As such women and men 

were quickly granted equal legal and employment rights. Women’s role as mother and worker was 

publicly promoted and incentivized while single-earner families were normatively devaluated and 

financially disadvantaged (Kreyenfeld 2004). The double burden of employment and motherhood 

however led to declining fertility in the late 60s (Goldstein and Kreyenfeld 2011). Policy makers 

counteracted with the provision of an extensive and affordable child care infrastructure with all-day 

care for pre-school and school children to enable the reconciliation of both roles. Furthermore, paid 

leaves from the job in case of child sickness or child birth were coupled with job guarantees at return 

to the labor market.  
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Parental leave programs in the 70s and 80s further shifted women’s focus to their role as homemaker 

and child carer. Nevertheless, labor force participation of women noted 89% before reunification 

(Rosenfeld et al. 2004) with most women being fully-employed.  

 

Merging two contrasting family models 

In the course of the reunification of East and West, the German Democratic Republic (East) was 

economically, politically and socially integrated into the Federal German Republic (West). The East 

consequentially adopted cornerstones of Western family policy which were shaped by a contrasting 

perception of women’s role in society (Rosenfeld et al. 2004). The general incentive structure of family 

policy in Eastern Germany shifted from the initial dual-earner to the male-breadwinner model 

including tax incentives for single earners and the elimination of labor market advantages for mothers. 

Child care infrastructure and thereby women’s ability to combine employment and motherhood were 

significantly compromised but continued to be more present in the East as a relic of the former policy 

layout (Engstler and Menning 2003). Interestingly, attitudes of Eastern Germans continue to be coined 

by 40 years of dual-earner policy. Gender norms of Eastern Germans until today align more with an 

egalitarian role allocation (Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend 2005) - 

Eastern Germans more commonly accept external child care and women exhibit pronounced 

ambitions to seek employment during motherhood (Adler 2002). 

 

2.2 Shifts in German family policy 
 
The persistency of lowest-low fertility trends in Germany and other European countries paralleled by 

a gradual erosion of traditional gender roles since the early 70s (van de Kaa 1987) has led politicians 

to question the appropriateness and legitimacy of the male-breadwinner policy layout. Simultaneous 

rises in women’s educational attainment and labor force participation suggest the outdatedness of the 

male-breadwinner model and reaffirm voices calling for a change in the public image of gender roles. 

The initial “Barcelona” targets reflect a first acknowledgment of these trends by EU member states in 

2002. The set target aimed at expanding child care provision to children under the age of three to 33% 

by 2010. The “Tagesbetreuungsausbaugesetz” in 2005 represented a first effort from the German side 

to realize these targets. National policy makers committed to the creation of 230,000 additional child 

care slots in Western Germany with the intent to raise the coverage rate of children younger than the 

age of three to 17% by 2010 (still significantly below the Barcelona targets).  
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The next crucial step was taken at the “Krippengipfel” in 2007 where the three legislative levels of 

national, federal, and municipal governments agreed to jointly invest into formal child care to push 

the child care coverage rate for children younger than three years to 35% by 2013. The “Bund” 

(national government) additionally committed to bearing 1/3 of the €12 bn. expansion cost that arise 

from developing child care infrastructure and daily operational costs. Subsequently, the Bund has 

furthermore committed a yearly contribution of €770 million to operational cost. Further reforms in 

2013 and 2015 entail additional contributions to funds for operational and infrastructural cost arising 

from the creation of 100,000 additional childcare slots by 2020. The ”Kinderförderungsgesetz” in 2008 

furthermore grants parents a legal claim to child care slots for preschool children of age one and above 

by 2013. Further policy modifications guided by a new image of women’s role were made in shape of 

the extension of parental leave policy, increases in child and care allowance and the expansion of after 

school care. 

 

2.3 Recent fertility and employment data 
 
Despite a significant turnaround in public policy, the fertility path and labor market integration of 

German women and mothers, especially in the West, shows concerning patterns. Western German 

women born 1960-64 exhibit one of the highest childlessness rates in Europe with just 79% progressing 

to the first child2. Motherhood continues to initiate a significant disruption to the career path with only 

19% of all Western German mothers to a child aged 18 or younger being fully employed (Goldstein and 

Kreyenfeld 2011, Kreyenfeld and Kronietzka 2017).3  The respective figures for Eastern German women 

reveal more promising patterns - 90% of women transition to first birth and half of all mothers with a 

child under 18 are fully employed (Goldstein and Kreyenfeld 2011). Considering especially figures from 

the West in a European perspective press the issue. Non-parents in Germany have a 20 percentage-

point higher employment rate than mothers revealing some of the largest differences amongst 

European countries. Such differences are even larger in magnitude for women up to the age of 34. The 

proportion of mothers part-time rather than full-time employed ranks among the highest in Europe 

suggesting that mothers’ labor market participation, more commonly than in other European 

countries, converges to part-time rather than full-time employment (European figures from 

Governatori et al. 2010).  

                                                           
2 In 2008, all women who have reached the age of 45 
3 in 2008 for all mothers aged 18-45 (Goldstein and Kreyenfeld 2011) 
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Trappe (2015) refers to this trend in motherly employment as the convergence to a “modified male 

breadwinner model” where men’s employment continues to be the main source of family income, 

while mothers return quickly to the labor market in part-time rather than full-time positions.  

 

2.4 Effect of child care provision on fertility 
 
The fact that the asserted aggregated policy impact fails to succeed policy implementation may be a 

matter of scaling that policy rather than a matter of lacking stimulation of individual behavior: “macro-

analytical investigations based on aggregate indicators contribute little to our understanding of the 

impact of family policies on fertility” (Neyer and Andersson 2008). Considering policy impact on the 

micro-level therefore complements suggested conclusion of policy effectiveness. 

Rindfuss et al. (2007) provide one of the few findings with strong support for the effectiveness of child 

care policy to stimulate fertility. The analysed process is women’s transition to first birth in the 

Norwegian fertility context by means of a fixed-effects multilevel model. The results point towards a 

strongly positive effect of local childcare availability on first-birth rates. Other papers in the 

Scandinavian fertility context reach less conclusive results. Andersson et al. (2004) analyze the impact 

of child care availability on couple’s transition to second and third birth finding no impact of regional 

variation of child care characteristics on continued childbearing. The authors however reach the 

conclusion that overall coverage across Swedish municipalities is already on a sufficient level such that 

small differences in provision do not exert significant differences in fertility decisions. Furthermore, 

Sweden’s generally strongly egalitarian welfare-context alleviates the bearing of regional variation in 

child care on fertility decisions. Rønsen’s (2004) as well as Kravdal’s (1996) findings of the effect of 

child care facilities in Norway and Finland are in line with Andersson et al. (2004) concluding no 

significant impact of child care availability on the transition to first birth and higher-order parities. The 

effect of child care provision on fertility behavior in the German context is relatively unexplored, 

especially after the significant infrastructure expansions since 2007. The sole paper distinguishing itself 

among empirical micro-level analyses in the German context is Hank and Kreyenfeld’s investigation 

(2003) of the effect of formal and informal child care provision (grandparents living in the same town) 

on the first- and second-birth transition of Western German women. They conclude positive but 

insignificant effects of formal child care and positive significant effects of informal support on the 

transition to first birth. Hank et al. (2004) confirm these results for Western Germany, find however 

significant effects in the Eastern German fertility context - a high availability of child care and after-

school care (“Hortbetreuung”) accelerate the transition to first birth.  
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In the Western German context however, formal child care options continue to lack a bearing on 

women’s first-birth transition while informal child care sustains its positive effects on the first-birth 

transition of Western German women. 

 

3.  A theoretical framework of fertility decisions   

Rindfuss et al. assert that in order for child care to stimulate fertility it ought to be available, affordable, 

qualitative and accepted. While the first three dimensions of policy effectiveness are primarily a matter 

of policy making and scaling, the latter is primarily a matter of change in norms and preferences. Given 

the contrasting relation of Germany’s historical family model and the premises of the more recent 

turnaround in family policy, it seems reasonable to take the latter dimension of policy effectiveness 

under consideration when seeking explanations for the weak empirical support of policy impact on 

fertility decisions. Policy impact of available, affordable and qualitative child care in this context may 

be heterogenous depending on the manner in which people perceive that policy. To formalize this 

point a model of women’s fertility decision-making process will be theorized. Thereby, fertility 

decisions are i) the outcome of an anticipated role conflict between career and motherhood and the 

receptiveness of child care’s alleviating effect is distinguished by the policy’s heterogenous 

applicability in terms of ii) women’s career-motherhood orientation, and the policy’s heterogenous 

acceptability in terms of iii) preferences for the utilization of formal child care options. The subsequent 

model of fertility decision making will provide grounds for the derivation of corresponding hypotheses 

incorporating such aspects of heterogeneity.  

 

i) Anticipated role conflicts and fertility decisions 

Naturally, fertility decisions are conducted pre-motherhood while the consequences of motherhood 

on women’s lifestyle set in post-motherhood. The nature of the decision-making process opens up a 

theoretical gap bridged by Barber’s (2001) theory of competing alternatives. Barber asserts that pre-

motherhood fertility decisions are based on the anticipation of a role conflict between motherhood4 

and a number of other life domains central to women’s lives. Motherhood as such requires a certain 

investment that women may see as conflicting with their preferences for other activities.  

                                                           
4 The theory applies to men as well, for illustrational purposes the wording was adapted to the event of 
motherhood. 
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Women anticipate that a role conflict between the fulfillment of one role as mother and the fulfillment 

of other roles is constrained by the factors of “time, money, effort, psychological well-being.” This 

anticipated role conflict is central to women’s fertility decision making: “behavioral choices are limited 

by the finite nature of our time and resources. Thus, attitudes toward alternative behaviors are 

important influences on our ultimate choices.” Women who hold positive attitudes towards activities 

that compete with motherhood in terms of resources are consequentially hypothesized to have lower 

odds of becoming a mother. Positive attitudes towards motherhood in turn entail a greater willingness 

to commit resources to motherhood and raise the odds of deciding in favor of having a child. Among 

the number of competing domains, the following framework focusses solely on women’s career-

orientation which constitutes a simplification that ought to be justified.   

The anticipatory nature of fertility decisions implies that the decisiveness of different life domains in 

women’s fertility decisions does not simply depend on the intrinsic importance of that aspect, but on 

the tangibility of the constraints that motherhood imposes on such life domains. Women’s conflicting 

desire of a progressive labor market attachment and present intrinsic desires for at least one, mostly 

two children (Oláh 2015) constitutes a role conflict that is particularly tangible: “Pursuing a profession 

[…] is economically rewarding, contributes to self-worth and social standing, and ensures women’s 

self-reliance in their ability to sustain a household” (Neyer 2006). McDonald (2007) confirms that it is 

women’s stark choice between career and family that is the central force hampering fertility and 

Brewster and Rindfuss (2000) see the reconciliation of career and motherhood as essential in 

stimulating fertility. Hakim’s preference theory (2000), which will be outlined in more detail in the 

following, further emphasizes that among the variety of life-style choices available, it is women’s 

orientation towards career and motherhood that is directing for other aspects central to their lives – 

such as consumption, personal autonomy, and self-fulfillment. The following theoretical framework 

will therefore focus on the competing alternatives of motherhood and career and the ability of child 

care to alter the competitiveness of these specific domains.  

 

ii) Applicability of child care – the life that women want to lead  

Hakim (2003) asserts that women’s newly attained decision-making power over more recent decades 

stems from five key revolutions initiated in the past century: “the contraceptive revolution; the equal 

opportunities revolution; the expansion of white-collar occupations; the creation of jobs for secondary 

earners; and the increasing importance of attitudes, values and personal preferences in lifestyle 

choices.”  
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Women’s attained control over family planning, a wide range of career and educational opportunities 

and a relatively egalitarian policy environment as such has led to a “substantial diversity in values, 

preferences and life goals” (Hakim 2003) offering modern women a wide range of potential lifestyles 

to pursue. Hakim’s preference theory (2000) however suggests that despite this variety in options, 

women’s life decisions evolve around their orientation towards career and family and that within a 

given population women follow one of three distinct decision-paths guided by their career-family 

orientation. Hakim (2003) terms this career-family orientation “lifestyle preferences” and distinguishes 

home-centred, career-centred and adaptive women. Home-centred women engage into the 

traditional role of homemaker and mother with a focus on their private life and their mother role. 

Work-centred women prioritize career and education with a weak emphasis on having children and 

are consequentially most likely to remain childless. Preferences for career and motherhood of adaptive 

women are situated between the other groups with the intent to invest a balanced amount of 

resources in either domain. Findings of Vitali et al. (2009) as well as Bertram et al. (2005) emphasize 

the applicability of such a distinction in the German context – accordingly roughly 70% of German 

women are adaptive while the other categories are somewhat evenly distributed between the 

remaining 30%. 

Child care in turn constitutes an instrument alleviating the conflict of career and motherhood and 

depending on women’s relative prioritization of one over the other its provision may as such have 

varying effects. Women who are career-focused may not intend to have children in the first place and 

a partial alleviation of the conflict through child care is not sufficient to change this. Home-centred 

women are strongly focused on their private life, raising children and caring for their family - 

irrespective of the availability of child care. As such it is less likely that child care is a causal measure in 

stimulating their fertility decisions. Adaptive women face the strongest conflict of domains central to 

their lives. A slight alleviation of the conflict by means of child care provision has great benefit to them 

and is likely to stimulate a fertility decision. The varying impact of formal child care provision on 

women’s transition to first birth will be distinguished by women’s categorization of lifestyle 

preferences – i.e. the applicability of child care as a policy measure to facilitate women’s intended life 

course. 
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iii) Acceptability of child care – preferences (norms) that guide women’s lives 

The shift in German family policy has been quite sudden given the historical footing and further 

political establishment of the male-breadwinner model having only faced gradual erosion in more 

recent decades. Accordingly, gender norms for women in the traditional family model have been 

relatively explicit and established – especially with regards to the child rearing process. The traditional 

child caring norm foresees a close mother-child relation with extensive breast feeding and the 

exclusion of third parties from the child raising process (Dienel 2003). Women who deviate from this 

norm by pursuing employment and relying on exterior formal child care options shortly5 after their 

child’s birth have long been stigmatized as “Rabenmutter” – raven mother, a bird that is considered to 

“abandon” its descendants shortly after the hatching. This child caring norms translates into a 

continued conservative child caring preference – roughly 60% in the West and 29% of women in the 

East agree with the statement “A pre-school child is more likely to suffer if his/her mother work” (Lutz 

et al. 2013). Compliance/identification with the Rabenmutter norm occurs due to fear of social 

sanctions on normative violations but also substantially due to preference - German respondents 

almost unanimously expressed the desire of wanting to take care of the child after childbirth and 

expressed strong aversion towards other forms of care (Dienel 2003 and Rossier et al. 2011): “if I 

wanted to have a child, I would want to have it 100%” and “I really want to see my child grow up, at 

least until he goes to school” – stated by German mothers who furthermore indicated their sincere 

aversion to delegating the child rearing process into third hands including options of formal care or 

family and friends.  

The recent expansion of formal child care is embedded into this possibly averse normative context. 

Child care presupposes a certain openness of the exposed population to utilize the provided 

infrastructure and the prior findings raise doubts with regards to the presence of this openness in the 

German fertility context6. Women who are strongly attached to the child caring process may be averse 

to formal caring options – the potentially alleviating force of child care on the career-family conflict 

does therefore not apply such that child care provision does not stimulate fertility decisions: 

“individuals fertility decisions are based as much on socially-inspired vision of what is right or wrong 

as cost-benefit calculations of what is efficient at a given point in time” (Bernardi et al.). Women 

receptive to formal child care in turn consider child care as a realistic and crucial caring option. 

                                                           
5 “shortly after birth” could subjectively refer to any period between 10 months and 18 years of the 
child’s age) 
6 To what extent figures of prior studies are reflective of aggregated child caring preferences is a 
different and yet important debate to be briefly discussed in the conclusion. 
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Its presence alleviates compatibility concerns and as such raises the odds of decisions in favor of 

motherhood. The effect of formal child care provision on women’s transition to first birth will therefore 

be distinguished by women’s willingness to utilize the provision of formal child care options – i.e. the 

acceptability of formal child care as a policy measure.  

  

4. Research questions and hypotheses  

Sections i)-iii) sketch a decision path of women’s fertility that is able to incorporate the stimulating 

effect of child care provisions distinguished by heterogenous policy receptiveness. The following 

theoretical framework aims to formalize these mechanisms to allow a systematic derivation of 

corresponding hypotheses. It leans vaguely on Becker’s theory of the allocation of time (1965) where 

fertility decisions for or against becoming a mother are conducted such that expected utility is 

maximized under a constrained time budget. Becker’s model postulates that agents derive their utility 

from a bundle of activities, for instance consumption or motherhood. Income and time constrain the 

pursuit of such activities whereby time itself is used to acquire income through labor market activity.  

In the following framework the number of utility generating variables is limited to motherhood and 

career (assumption i). Utility is derived from allocating time to either activity under consideration of 

the limited time budget as represented by a budget constraint. One unit of career and one unit of 

motherhood each require different time allocations, but all agents face identical prices for the 

consumption of one unit. Furthermore, both goods are assumed to incur diminishing marginal utility. 

Since the process of fertility decisions is one of anticipatory nature (assumption i), the mechanisms will 

be further elaborated in a framework of expected utility.  

 

4.1 Basic mechanisms of fertility decisions 
 

Core variables – pivotal point and minimum allocation 

So-called pivotal points specify the maximum amount of time units agents are willing to allocate to the 

consumption of motherhood before a corner solution of solely career consumption is preferred. The 

expected utility of a bundle in which the time allocated to motherhood exceeds the pivotal point is 

therefore smaller than the expected utility of a corner solution in which the entire time budget is 

allocated to the consumption of career units.   
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The fertility decision is furthermore framed by one key assumption - the agent expects that having a 

child, without considering any exterior help, requires a minimum time investment equivalent to the 

price of one motherhood unit. Consequentially, the agent expects that the time budget will be reduced 

by the time amount equivalent to the consumption of one motherhood unit. This expected allocation 

of time units to motherhood will be termed the “minimum allocation”. Uniform prices for all agents 

imply that this minimum allocation takes the same value for all agents.  

  

Fertility decisions – the relation of pivotal point and minimum allocation 

The pivotal point specifies the maximum amount of time the agent allocates to motherhood before 

the selection of the only-career corner solution yields higher expected utility than selecting the mixed 

consumption. The minimum allocation in turn specifies the agent’s expectation with regards to the 

number of time units needing to be allocated to motherhood. If the agent expects that the needed 

amount of time units (minimum allocation) is greater than the agent’s maximum amount of time units 

optimal for motherhood (pivotal point), the agent decides against motherhood and in favor of the 

optimal corner solution of pure career consumption. If however, the minimum allocation is smaller 

than the pivotal point, the agent opts in favor of motherhood, consumes one or more units of 

motherhood, and allocates the remaining amount of their time budget to the consumption of career 

units. 

 

Fertility stimulation of child care  

Formal child care options ought to serve as a supportive measure in women’s caring obligations. Child 

care induces a quantifiable practical support to women’s child rearing process for the better part of 

their working day. The practical alleviating effect of child care on the expected conflict of work and 

family as such translates into an expected time subsidy as women only anticipate the practical subsidy 

of child care on their minimum allocation. The component of expectation is expressed by a probability 

of realizing the time subsidy which, as will be outlined later, is determined by women’s child care 

preference. The perception of practical support in time spend on child rearing reduces women’s 

expectation of the amount of time needed to be allocated to child rearing – the minimum allocation 

decreases from one unit of motherhood to a minimum allocation below one. In this framework child 

care will therefore be considered as “fertility-stimulating” if its provision is the causal factor in altering 

fertility decisions from “against motherhood” to “becoming a mother”, i.e. in shifting the minimum 

allocation from “above” the pivotal point to “below” the pivotal point.  
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In that case the agent would shift from choosing a corner solution of career consumption to a 

consumption bundle greater or equal to the minimum allocation and with expected utility greater or 

equal than the expected equivalent at the pivotal point or at the only-career corner solution. 

 

4.2 Heterogeneity of preferences 
 
The distribution of pivotal points (assumption ii) 

Hakim (2003) distinguishes the importance of family and career to women’s lives by lifestyle 

preferences and distinguishes home-focused, adaptive and career-focused women7. Assuming this 

categorization is somewhat reflective of actual orientations, assuming that all women exhibit an 

equivalent pivotal point would be inapplicable. Pivotal points are therefore assumed to be 

heterogeneously distributed. While however specifying three distinct pivotal points seems too 

restrictive, a uniform distribution of bundles provides no grounds to distinguish policy receptiveness 

to child care by just three categories. As such it is assumed that each preference category incurs distinct 

average pivotal points around which the pivotal points of individual agents within that group 

gravitate.8 The general willingness of family-focused women to allocate a substantial amount of their 

time budget to motherhood implies a high average pivotal point, on average greater than one unit of 

motherhood (minimum allocation). The contrary holds for career-focused women with a low average 

generally below one unit. The distinguishing pivotal point for adaptive women is situated inbetween 

the career-focused and family-focused groups allocated around the minimum allocation point. 

 

The distribution of child care preferences (assumption iii) 

Three categories serve to distinguish women’s child caring preferences – receptive, averse or uncertain 

attitudes to formal child care options. The provision of child care creates an “actual” time subsidy to 

the minimum allocation of motherhood. With a decreasing receptiveness to formal care, agents will 

be less likely to consider available formal care as an option to raise their child. The likelihood that 

agents will take this actual subsidy into account when forming their expectation with regards to the 

time needed to raise the child (minimum allocation) decreases.  

                                                           
7 Rather than the term “centred” I use the term “focused” to categorize women’s preferences 
8The basic point I intend to illustrate would not change from simply specifying three pivotal points. In order to 
however relativize statements and align them with a realistic distribution of preferences I am slightly expanding 
the diversity of point distributions. It allows to theorize that a certain heterogeneity of career-family 
orientations exists even within the three empirical preference categories. 
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Women averse to child care do not consider formal care as an option and as such the actual positive 

time subsidy translates into an expected time subsidy equal zero. Women receptive to formal care 

incur an expected time subsidy equal to the actual time subsidy. Women with uncertain preferences 

incur an expected time subsidy lying inbetween the actual time subsidy and a time subsidy equal to 

zero.  

 

4.3 Hypotheses 
 
Hypothesis 1 

To enhance the legitimacy of the applied measure of lifestyle orientations a preluding hypothesis will 

test the predictive power of this measure for women’s fertility decisions. As outlined, the average 

pivotal points decrease with an increasing career orientation in terms of maximum time allocation to 

motherhood before an only-career corner solution is chosen. As such family-focused women (f) exhibit 

the highest average pivotal points by assumed design of their utility function implying the highest 

marginal utility of motherhood. Career-focused women incur the least marginal utility of motherhood 

and as such exhibit the lowest average pivotal points. Adaptive women are situated inbetween. The 

corresponding ordering of pivotal points implies that given an identical minimum allocation and no 

consideration of family policy support, family-focused women incur the highest and career-focused (c) 

women the lowest hazard rate of first birth – the hazard rates of adaptive women (a) are logically 

allocated inbetween the two other groups’ hazard rates: 

  

H1:      ℎf  > ℎa > ℎc     (1)

  

 

Hypothesis 2 

The provision of child care translates into a, for now, uniform alleviation of the motherhood burden. 

The ordering of pivotal points then implies that this alleviation of the motherhood burden entails a 

heterogenous stimulation of fertility decisions. Family-focused women exhibit the highest average 

pivotal point and the minimum allocation is usually below their pivotal point. A further reduction of 

the minimum allocation through the expected time subsidy does therefore not alter their fertility 

decision.  
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The minimum allocation of career-focused women in contrast exceeds their pivotal points at a 

significant margin. The expected time subsidy of child care has an alleviating effect which is however 

mostly insufficient to alter their fertility decision in favor of motherhood. It is merely the adaptive 

group whose fertility decisions are altered through the presence of child care. Their pivotal point lies 

mostly below but in reach of the minimum allocation. The sole factor altering this relation is the time 

subsidy of child care which reduces the minimum allocation to levels lower than the pivotal point. 9 

 

H2: The heterogenous ordering of pivotal points in relation to the uniform minimum allocation implies 

that adaptive women are most likely to be stimulated in their fertility decision by the provision of formal 

child care.  

 

Hypothesis 3 

The theoretically outlined mechanisms furthermore imply that the provision of child care entails a 

heterogenous stimulation of fertility decisions distinguished by women’s child caring preferences.  The 

actual time subsidy translates into a greater expected time subsidy for women receptive to it than for 

women with uncertain and averse child caring preferences. The likelihood that the minimum allocation 

is reduced from levels above to levels below the pivotal point increases with a greater receptiveness 

to formal caring options:  

 

H3: The provision of formal child care options is most likely to stimulate positive fertility decisions when 

the exposed women bear receptive child caring preferences. The likelihood of child care stimulating 

such positive fertility decisions decreases with an increasing aversion to formal care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 Note that the theorized causalities outline probabilities of certain effects taking place which is why pivotal  
points within preference categories are assumed to be distributed around the average pivotal point of that 
category. As such career-focused women are asserted to be less likely to be affected by child care provision, 
but some respondents with a career focus may nevertheless be outliers and exhibit sufficiently high pivotal 
points to be stimulated by child care provision.   
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5. Data 

5.1 Sample 
 
The data used is derived from the German Family Panel Pairfam (“Panel Analysis of Intimate 

Relationships and Family Dynamics) which was launched in 2008 to provide an extensive data set with 

partner and generational relationship data over people’s life course. The data set is a combination of 

multi-actor and panel data. Anchor respondents are born within three different cohorts (1991-

93/1981-83/1971-73).  

In addition, relevant others within the closest circle of anchors were questioned such as children, 

parents and partners. Interviews were conducted annually and all survey respondents were 

interviewed at the first interview wave. Respondents were randomly selected from 343 German 

municipalities in the new and old federal states (formerly Eastern and Western Germany). All anchors 

appearing in the sample were registered and interviewed over the course of the first wave interviews 

in 2008/09 for Western Germans and 2009/10 for Eastern Germans. In total, 13.891 respondents were 

recorded at the first wave. The seven available interview waves from 2008/09 to 2014/15 were merged 

to track the life-course paths of each respondent.  

This study focuses on the attitudes of childless women on motherhood, children and career as well as 

their child care provision and the relation of these factors to their transition to first birth. The analysis 

applies only to female, heterosexual, fertile and childless respondents who are in a relationship and 

with a childless partner10. The classification “childless” applies to women (and their respective 

partners) who have no biological, foster-, step- or adopted child. This holds as well for deceased 

children or children not living in the household. As such the women under analysis (and their partners) 

have never experienced the process of becoming a parent of any kind. Furthermore, women who live 

with other children in the household (for instance siblings) were not included. Flag variables hinting at 

possible inconsistencies in the data were applied if inconsistencies could not be resolved through other 

information provided. Respondents with only one data point were not included due to an insufficient 

information availability to conduct Event-History analysis. The discussion evolves around possible 

factors that may give rise to hesitation in women’s first-birth transition during their prime child bearing 

ages. Among the three available cohorts the 1981-83 is considered the most representative aged 24-

28 at the first interview (2008/9) and 30-34 at the last interview wave (2014/5).  

                                                           
10 Homosexual partnerships or partnerships with infertile partners face higher hurdles of child birth and are 
therefore excluded 
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To enhance the representativeness of the underlying investigated group, the analysis was therefore 

restricted to this age group and the 1991-93 and 1971-73 cohort were excluded from the analysis. The 

process time analyzed is the relationship duration with the partner until the event of parenthood 

(motherhood for the central unit of analysis). Respondents enter the risk set with the beginning of a 

relationship. The observation period however starts with the respondents’ registration at first wave. 

Respondents in a relationship prior to the first interview are therefore at risk prior to being observed. 

Respondents who are single at the first interview will remain in the analysis and as such observed 

without being at risk until they enter a relationship. The extensive observation period of several years 

allows to track such variations in relationship status. Subjects exit the risk set if they have a biological 

child with their partner, end their relationship through divorce or death, change their sexual 

orientation to homosexual or become infertile.  In addition, relationships were only considered if the 

duration exceeded one year as I considered relationships with a duration of less than a year not 

sufficiently relevant to provide women with a stable fertility context in which they would seriously 

consider having a child. After application of the outlined criteria the population under study reduces 

to 745 partnerships within 2.217 data points. The largest factors of sample reduction stemmed from 

the exclusion of the 91-93 and 71-73 cohort, the exclusion of male respondents and of women who 

have already progressed to the first child. 

 

5.2 Dependent variable 
 
The event under analysis is the first birth of a child within a relationship with the current partner. The 

prior outlined restrictions imply that first birth means the first transition to parenthood in the subjects’ 

lives. The month and year of birth of the child were given indicating the exact relationship duration 

until parenthood.  

 

5.3 Explanatory variables 
 
Child care availability 

Respondents were posed a polar question whether they consider the following precondition to having 

a child as satisfied (“fulfilled: access to flexible child care options – yes/no”). The yes/no response is 

the basis for the construction of a binary variable which is intended to indicate whether respondents 

consider the provision of child care sufficient in all aspects (cost, quality and availability). 
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It will be assumed that a positive response implies that respondents consider child care a realistic 

option for the caring of their child. The question was posed at every wave for the first three waves and 

every second wave thereafter. I imputed missing values of waves inbetween from the most recent 

prior and valid survey response (i.e. no data points with “not applicable” or “not sure). This implies 

that data of some respondents could not be imputed when all prior data points were invalid. 

The phrasing of the survey question entails two limitations to the conclusiveness of responses. Firstly, 

the indication of “sufficient access to flexible child care” does not specifically indicate what aspects of 

the provided child care respondents consider satisfactory, i.e. it is not clear whether it was availability, 

cost or quality pivotal in their assessment of child care. This limits particularly the conclusiveness for 

policy suggestions. Secondly, the Pairfam conductors  do not specifically define the concept of flexible 

child care options11 such that respondents could be referring to formal or informal child care. The 

connotation of the German term “flexible Betreuungsmöglichkeiten” applied in survey questions 

suggests the reference to formal care. While assuming this to be the case is essential to draw the 

conclusions being made, it is not uncontroversial. 

 

Child care attitude 

Respondent’s attitude towards child care is distinguished by responses to the survey item “A child aged 

under 6 will suffer from having a working mother”. Respondents could rank their attitudes towards 

motherhood on a 1-5 Likert Scale (1 – strong disagreement to 5-strong agreement) which I then 

regrouped in three categories: 1-2 (receptive to child care/ disagreement with statement); 3 

(uncertain/uncertain); 4-5 (averse to child care/strong agreement with statement). The question was 

posed at every second wave. Missing values of every second wave were imputed from the most recent 

prior response which assumes a certain stability of child care attitudes irrespective of changes in the 

life course such as changes in employment, education, income or partnership.  

The variable is assumed to capture women’s propensity to consider formal child care as a caring option 

opposed to domestic child caring. The phrasing of the question gives insight into women’s perception 

of how motherly employment relates to the child’s wellbeing during the important first years of the 

child’s life when mothers tend to perceive the child’s development as particularly sensitive to the 

child’s caring environment (Rindfuss and Brewster 1996). In that sense the conclusiveness of the 

variable may be limited as it does not reveal respondents’ specific aversion to formal child care.                 

                                                           
11 From correspondence with Pairfam conductors: “Interviewers were instructed to pose the question and not 
specify what kind of child care flexible refers to.” (N. Schumann, Pairfam User Service) 
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It may instead reflect a more or less subtle aversion to the mother not being omnipresent in the child 

rearing process and this aversion may turn secondary once practical post-birth aspects become more 

tangible. However, as Bernardi et al. point out fertility decisions are as much based on the “socially-

inspired vision of what is right or wrong as cost-benefit calculations of what is efficient at a given point 

in time”. This socially-inspired vision in form of subtle aversions to exterior care may be even more 

present in the process of conducting fertility decisions pre-motherhood since such decisions are based 

on the subjective anticipation of constraints of motherhood rather than the practical confrontation 

with those constraints.  

 

Lifestyle preferences 

Respondents were asked to rank the current importance of five different life domains to their lives by 

distributing a total number of 15 points among those domains. Lifestyle preferences as outlined earlier 

are based on people’s orientation towards career and family. Subsequently these orientations are 

captured by the scores assigned to them:  

- “Present: Importance pursuing my education or career interests.” 

- “Present: Importance having a(nother) child.” 

Other categories available referred to the importance of hobbies, friends and partnerships in people’s 

lives. The flexibility in allocating points across different domains however did not lead to an extreme 

variance in values for the two categories of interest. Most respondents assigned values of  0 to 8 points 

for career and 0 to 5 points for children. The lifestyle preference variable was then constructed relating 

the rankings of the family and career score to each other based on the difference in values of career 

and family values resulting in three categories: family-focused (family points-career points>2); adaptive 

(family points-career points<=2 & >-2); career-focused (family points-career points<=-2). The survey 

question was posed at every interview such that no data imputation was required. 

The constructed variable is intended to capture women’s propensity to conduct certain career and 

family decisions based on survey responses relevant to these domains. The categorization is based on 

Hakim’s concept of lifestyle preferences which has raised wide criticism. Firstly, Hakim suggests that 

choices are driven by a genuine realization of preferences which is only feasible assuming a liberal 

decision-making context – particularly for women’s decision-making however it is likely that choices 

are not simply the reflection of intrinsically developed preferences but of norms, societal pressure and 

constraints.  
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Furthermore, critiques of Hakim have argued that preferences are adaptive to choices rather than the 

opposite. While these criticisms are likely to have some bearing, they mainly touch on the issue briefly 

mentioned in the introduction (P.3, first footnote) discussing the origin of choices and the predictive 

power of preferences for such choices. There I raised the question whether revealed survey 

preferences would be an applicable concept if it is even unclear whether women’s choices are 

embedded into a decision-making context that allows preferences to unfold into choices. However, 

Hakim’s concept in this framework is not aimed to provide a theorization for the origin of women’s life 

choices. Preference theory rather provides an applicable categorization to group survey responses 

according to their conjectured indication of the subsequent near-future life course women are most 

likely to follow (irrespective of the social environment survey responses are based on). I assume that 

the degree of profundity underlying this preference categorization suffices to illustrate the link of 

heterogenous policy receptiveness and fertility decisions. The aspect of adaptiveness/variation in 

lifestyle preferences is furthermore being accounted for by the annual updating of lifestyle preferences 

according to survey responses. 

 

5.4 Control variables 
 
Data for control variables was sampled every interview wave such that no imputation was required. 

Survey data classified education according to the ISCED – classification scheme. The categories were 

simplified and reduced to three educational categories tertiary education (university or vocational 

education), upper secondary or post-secondary education (qualification for vocational education or 

university) and no degree or lower secondary education (primary school and basic education). 

Respondents still enrolled at the time of the survey were classified according to their current 

enrollment.  

Labor force status was grouped into the categories full-time employment including part-time 

employment, vocational training or self-employment if either of these categories noted weekly work 

hours greater than or equal to 30 hours per week; part-time employment including either of the 

aforementioned categories and a work load of less than 30 hours per week; in education includes all 

individuals that are still pursuing education in the form of schooling or vocational education; not in the 

labor force which includes respondents in pregnancy leave, unemployed or retired and voluntary 

homestayers. 
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Relationship status was divided in three categories: Living Apart Together (including married couples), 

cohabiting and married. This schema constitutes a simplification of the actual individual partnership 

history such as whether individuals have been divorced or separated or have lost a partner before.  

Place of residence distinguished individuals according to the size of the area they reside in: individuals 

living in city center - population 100.000+, periphery population – population 100.000+, city center, 

periphery or region – population<100.000. 

The classification of household income is based on the methodology outlined by the German Council 

of Economic Experts (GCEE) whereby the household income available is divided by the square root of 

household members in the main residence.  

The income variable was constructed accordingly and classified into five income groups from low to 

high income available per “square root-person” and per month: 0 (0€-500€); 1 (500€-1000€); 2(1000€-

2000€); 3(2000€-3000€); 4(>=3000€). Households whose answers were classified as “Does not apply” 

by the survey conductors were grouped as having no income available.   

Cultural/geographical factors of own upbringing were assessed by place of residence and place of birth: 

country of birth (Western Germany/Eastern Germany/foreign-born) and Living in East Germany (Y/N). 

Such distinction aims to account for cultural effects on fertility through attitudes otherwise not 

accounted for. However, the main mechanism shaping such attitudes occurs through the socialization 

process during the coming of age. Variables reflecting place of primary and secondary education would 

have been more accurate in capturing these factors but were not available. 

Furthermore, the duration of cohabitation along with the squared specification have been included 

(likewise for age and age squared specification). 

 

5.5 Regression model 
 

Cox proportional hazard regression as proposed by Cox (1972) in his article "Regression Models and 

Life-Tables" is conducted. The Cox model is a semiparametric model meaning that the baseline hazard 

is not specified compared to parametric models where assumptions of time dependency are required 

for the estimation of coefficients. Estimates are obtained through partial likelihood estimation 

whereby the likelihood function is factored into two parts, one containing only explanatory variables 

and the other containing explanatory variables and a function of time. The second part of the likelihood 

function is disregarded such that coefficient estimates can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood 

of the partial likelihood function: 
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𝑃𝐿 = ∏
exp(𝑥′𝑛𝑏)

∑ exp(𝑥′𝑙𝑙∈𝑅𝑡𝑛
𝑏)

𝑝
𝑛=1                                                                (2) 

 

The model thereby uses the relative order of process times rather than the precise points in time. 

Nevertheless, estimates of coefficients will be comparable to estimates that would be obtained if one 

had known the correct model specification. Cox estimates are said to give reliable results without 

specifying the correct parametric model. Partial likelihood estimates are consistent and therefore 

asymptotically unbiased in large samples and normally distributed but not fully efficient because the 

information about the precise point in time of events is lost (Cox 1972).The Cox regression model with 

the assumption of proportional hazards and not accounting for time-varying covariates looks as 

follows: 

 

ℎ(𝑡)=𝜆0(𝑡)×𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝛽1𝑥1+𝛽2𝑥2+⋯+𝛽𝑝𝑥𝑝}                                                    (3) 

 

The hazard rate values range from 0 to infinity. The baseline hazard 𝜆0(𝑡) is a function of 𝑡 but due to 

the semiparametric construction and partial likelihood estimation requires no specification. The 

baseline hazard is furthermore independent of covariate values whereby the same baseline hazard 

holds for all subjects. βp represents the coefficients and xp the respective covariate values. As can be 

inferred from the time-independence of coefficient estimates, changing covariates lead to shifts in the 

hazard rate that are proportional to the baseline hazard.  

This model furthermore assumes that all covariates remain constant over time which is not the case in 

the longitudinal survey data of the Pairfam. A change in the model specification accounts for time-

varying covariates:  

 

ℎ(𝑡)=𝜆0(𝑡)×𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝛽1x1+ 𝛽2x2(t)+⋯+𝛽𝑝𝑥𝑝+𝛽q𝑥q(t)}                                       (4) 

 

The model properties are the same as in (2). The hazard rate at time 𝑡 depends on the baseline hazard 

rate 𝜆0(𝑡), time constant explanatory variables 𝑥𝑝 and time-varying explanatory variables 𝑥q(t). 
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6. Empirical analysis 

6.1 Descriptive statistics 
 

DESC1 summarizes the distribution of explanatory variables in the sample at first wave interviews. The 

majority of the sample population (72%) lives in Western Germany and 28% in Eastern Germany while 

58% are born in the West, 11% abroad and 31% in the East. More than 50% of the interviewed women 

strongly disagree with the statement “A child under 6 suffers from a working mother” at the first wave, 

while roughly 20% strongly agree and about 30% are still uncertain. The sample therefore does not 

reflect the same strong prevalence of the Rabenmutter norm as noted by Rossier et al. (2011) and Lutz 

et al. (2013). The distribution of life style preferences roughly matches that of prior studies (Vitali et 

al. 2009). Adaptive individuals constitute 53% of the sample while only 7% exhibit a family focus and 

40% a career focus. The strong career-focus seems logical given a high educational attainment and 

labor market participation - educational and employment levels in the sample are fairly advanced. 

Most subjects have attained a tertiary or post-secondary education and are full-time employed. 18% 

of the sample are still in education and 11% are part-time employed. Income levels are correspondingly 

moderately high with only one in five people having less than 500€ per square-root person available 

per month.  Furthermore, only 57% considered their access to child care sufficient opposed to 44% 

who did not consider their flexible child care access to be sufficient. 
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6.2 Regression results 
 

The regression results are based on the analysis of 745 heterosexual relationships12. 254 relationships 

ended in the birth of a child during the observation period which translates to 66% of the relationships 

remaining childless13. High childlessness therefore prevails despite the sample population being in the 

prime childbearing age of 26-34 during the observation period.  

                                                           
12 Each relationship rather than subject was assigned an individual identification number and was therefore the 
basis for the regression analysis. These figures are therefore based on number of relationships. 
 

DESC1:

Education

Work status

Country of birth

No. of subjects

Source: Pairfam 2008-2015, Author'computation using Stata 13

Foreign-born 11%

745

Western Germany 58%
Eastern Germany 31%

Living in East Germany
No 72%
Yes 28%

1000<= Inc <2000 41%
2000<= Inc <4000 21%
4000<= Inc 5%

GGCE income class (in € per month)
<500 20%
500<= Inc <1000 13%

City center >= 100.000 37%
Periphery >= 100.000 27%
Rural area < 100.000 36%

LAT (unmarried or married) 33%
Married 21%

Place of residence

Unemployed/retired 4%

Relationship status
Cohabiting 46%

Part-time 11%
Enrolled in education 18%
Stay-home 2%

No degree & lower secondary 4%

Full-time 65%

Tertiary education 46%
Post-secondary & upper secondary 51%

Flexible child care available
Yes 57%
No 43%

Adaptive 53%
Career/educ focus 40%

Averse 21%

Lifestyle preference
Family focus 7%

Socio-economic and attitudinal characteristics of Pairfam respondents in the 

analysis of first birth

Attitude towards formal child care
Receptive 50%
Uncertain 29%
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The average follow-up time before censoring is 2 years and 11 months and the average relationship 

time before censoring amounts to 6 ½ years. 

 

 

 

Attitude towards formal child care
- 1.00
- 1.15
- 1.03

Lifestyle preference
- 1.00
- 0.39***
- 0.08***

Flexible child care available
- 1.00
- 1.37**

Education
1.00 1.00

1.36** 1.26
0.44 0.43

Work status
1.00 1.00
0.66* 0.82

0.45** 0.59
10.73*** 8.35***

1.37 1.85

1.00 1.00
0.61* 0.61*

3.06*** 2.39***

1.00 1.00
1.12 1.04
1.08 1.04

1.00 1.00
0.88 0.66
0.73 0.59**
1.18 0.88
1.17 1.04

1.00 1.00
1.33 1.32

Country of birth
1.00 1.00
1.49* 1.65**
0.79 0.94

Duration of cohabitation 1.01 1.01
Duration of cohabitation squared 0.99 0.99
Age 0.98 0.94
Age squared 0.99 1.00

No. of observations 2.217 2.217
No. of subjects 745 745

n  with birth (% with birth) 254 (34%) 254 (34%)

Eastern Germany
Foreign-born

* p< 0,1, ** p<0,05, ***p<0,01. Source: Pairfam 2008-2015, Author'computation using Stata 13

Living in East Germany
No
Yes

Western Germany

500<= Inc <1000
1000<= Inc <2000
2000<= Inc <4000
4000<= Inc

Place of residence
City center >= 100.000
Periphery >= 100.000
Rural area < 100.000

GGCE income class (in € per month)
<500

Stay-home
unemployed/retired

Relationship status
Cohabiting
LAT (unmarried or married)
Married

Tertiary education
Post-secondary & upper secondary
No degree & lower secondary

Full-time
Part-time
Enrolled in education

No
Yes

Uncertain
Averse

Family focus
Adaptive
Career/educ focus

Receptive

Table 1: Effects of attitudes towards career, family and child care on the transition to first birth 

of German women 

a b
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Basic Model  

Table 1(a) displays the regression results from the regression modelling the effect of the controls on 

women’s first-birth transition. Work and relationship status as well as education and country of birth 

exert dominant and significant effects on the hazard rate of first birth of German women. Voluntary 

home stayers have a 10.7 times higher hazard rate to transition to first birth than fully-employed 

women. Childbearing furthermore continues to be strongly attached to the institution of marriage as 

such being associated with a three times higher hazard rate than exhibited by couples in cohabitation. 

This may be inflated by some women marrying in anticipation of childbearing due to possible 

normative pressure of childbearing in wedlock. Furthermore, respondents born in Eastern Germany 

have 50% higher chances of having a child than respondents born in Western Germany. Living in 

Eastern Germany in turn has no significant effect. The contrary may be expected as it is the extensive 

child care infrastructure and dual-earner focused environment in the East that would support women’s 

ability to reconcile career and motherhood. As Adler (2002) indicated however, Eastern Germans 

continue to have a strong attachment to norms aligning with the dual-earner model and have been 

socialized for decades to have children in their early 20s. More recent policy reforms in that direction 

and the greater likelihood of the Eastern German mindset to align with these norms may exacerbate 

fertility stimulating effects of family policy for women socialized in the East and living in the West. 

Women with post-secondary and upper-secondary education are most likely to transition to first birth 

which may be explained by these groups of women having the greatest balance of family orientation 

and employment stability to mitigate financial concerns associated with motherhood. Furthermore, 

this group of women has a stronger footing in the labor market than women with tertiary education 

who may have completed their education more recently.  

 

H1: Lifestyle preferences and fertility 

Table 1(b) presents the regression results of specifying a model under consideration of all independent 

variables. Simultaneously, results from testing Hypothesis 1 are displayed. Women’s lifestyle 

preferences exhibit the expected hazard rate pattern confirming that the applied categorization is 

strongly indicative of women’s life choices. Women indicating a stronger orientation towards family 

relative to career are significantly more likely to transition to first-birth than less family-oriented 

women - respondents with a career-focus run 8% the risk of having a child compared to those with a 

family focus. 
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Adaptive women are less than half as likely to have a child as women with a family focus. Family-

focused women incur the highest marginal utility from motherhood and as such the likelihood that 

their pivotal point exceeds the minimum allocation is significantly greater than for women with less 

family-focused preferences. In addition to the pattern asserted by the first hypothesis, the other main 

explanatory variables reveal patterns reasonable in light of subsequent hypotheses. Attitudes towards 

formal child care do not show any significant differences in hazard rates nor follow any logical pattern. 

Differences in hazard rate were only expected significant when further differentiating child care 

attitudes by care availability. The provision of child care options in turn exerts a significant effect – 

even without controlling for the receptiveness to it. Women considering flexible child care options to 

be available exhibit 37% higher risks of transitioning to first birth than women considering child care 

options insufficient. This pattern is expected to develop to be more distinct over the course of 

subsequent regressions. Women born in Eastern Germany, in marriage or with a stay-home orientation 

continue to exhibit increased odds of transitioning to first birth. 

 

H2: Child care provision and applicability  

Table 2 displays the results of testing whether the effectiveness of child care in stimulating fertility 

varies by its applicability to women’s lifestyle preferences. The results display the distinction of effects 

of child care provision within rather than between preference categories -  the underlying research 

question asserts heterogenous effects of child care provision on fertility behavior within each 

preference category, not inbetween. Women with adaptive lifestyle preferences are strongly receptive 

to the availability of childcare exhibiting 61% higher risks of transitioning to first birth if they perceived 

child care to be available. Somewhat surprising, women with a career-focus are even more stimulated 

in their first-birth transition if they indicated child care to be available – odds of childbirth were 84% 

higher, however at non-significant levels. No significant effects of child care availability were found for 

the marginal focus groups of family-focus. The minimum allocation is most likely to be in reach of the 

pivotal points for women in the adaptive group such that the expected time subsidy of child care 

induces a reduction of the minimum allocation below the pivotal point leading to a stimulation of a 

positive fertility decision. The receptiveness of the exposed population to child care as a policy 

measure therefore differs by women’s career-family orientation. 
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H3: Child care provision and acceptability 

Table 3 displays the result of distinguishing the impact of the availability of formal child care options 

on the transition to first birth by German women’s acceptability of these options. The approach of 

distinguishing effects by baseline category is analogue to the approach applied in the prior regression. 

Providing child care induces 84% higher risk of first birth if women are receptive to child care. In turn 

women with uncertain or averse preferences exhibit no significant difference to the provision of formal 

child care options. Given a uniform distribution of pivotal points irrespective of caring preferences, the 

effectiveness of child care provision in stimulating fertility is clearly curbed by the presence of averse 

preferences. Women’s transition to first birth is only stimulated by the presence of child care options 

if women’s child care preferences imply a certain receptiveness to child care options. Otherwise, the 

practical time subsidy translates into an expected time subsidy equal zero - or insufficiently greater 

zero for women with uncertain preferences - and as such lacks a stimulating effect on fertility.  

 

No Yes
Lifestyle preference
Baselines

1.00 0.79
1.00 1.61**
1.00 1.84

No. of observations
No. of subjects
n  with birth (% with birth)

Career/educ focus

2.217
745

254 (34%)

Controlled for respondents' child care attitudes, education, work status, relationship status, 

place of residence, GGCE income class, living in East Germany, country of birth, cohabitation 

duration and age (with squared specifications).

* p< 0,1, ** p<0,05, ***p<0,01. Source: Pairfam 2008-2015, Author'computation using Stata 13

Table 2: Effects of the interaction of lifestyle precences and child care 

availability on the transition to first birth of German women 

Flexible child care available

Family focus
Adaptive
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Robustness test 

Hypothesis 2 and 3 test the interaction of child care provision and policy effects distinguished by policy 

applicability and acceptability. The hypotheses were re-tested based on the lagged15 data point of child 

care availability. The underlying motivation was to control for a possible bias in the availability variable. 

The original variable, indicating the status of child care provision, is based on women’s survey response 

to the question whether they consider flexible child care options to be available. Therefore, the survey 

response indicating availability depends on women’s perception of availability of formal child care. 

This perception may be biased by an anticipation of pregnancy or child birth - women may be more 

likely to research the availability of child care options if they anticipate the need for such options due 

to the intended subsequent life course. The lagged variable is therefore asserted to control for 

women’s perception accounting for a possible anticipatory bias. The results are displayed in Table 2R 

& 3R in the appendix and display the same pattern as the original regression model – the hypothesized 

pattern turning out slightly more pronounced for both hypotheses. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
15 Lagged refers to the prior data point which could be one year or in case of gaps more than one year. For the 
first interview I continued to use the first data point in order to avoid losing observations. 

No Yes
Attitude towards formal child care
Baselines

1.00 1.84***
1.00 1.02
1.00 0.83

No. of observations
No. of subjects

n  with birth (% with birth)

Averse

2.217

745

254 (34%)

Controlled for respondents'  lifestyle preference, education, work status, relationship status, place 

of residence, GGCE income class, living in East Germany, country of birth, cohabitation duration 

and age (with squared specifications).

* p< 0,1, ** p<0,05, ***p<0,01. Source: Pairfam 2008-2015, Author'computation using Stata 13

Table 3: Effect of the interaction of child care norms and child care availability on 

the transition to first birth of German women 

Flexible child care available

Receptive
Uncertain
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7. Discussion 

Formal child care provides substantial public support to women intending to combine career and 

family roles. As such German policy makers hoped that the expansion in public child care infrastructure 

would aid in overcoming the persistent lowest-low fertility trend. It was conjectured that women who 

intend to combine both roles would be more inclined to decide in favor of motherhood due to the 

public reconciliation support. The prior results however suggest that the effectiveness of child care as 

a policy measure is limited by its applicability to women’s intended career-family decision path and by 

its acceptability as a mean of child caring to facilitate this life-course. I aimed to formalize this point by 

deriving a theoretical rational choice framework that could logically incorporate the theorized 

causalities. 

The framework assumes that women anticipate the mitigating effect of child care provision on the 

caring burden when conducting the pre-motherhood assessment of career and motherhood 

compatibility. The anticipatory nature of the process implies that the actual time subsidy of formal 

care options translates into an expected time subsidy entailing varying stimulations of women’s first-

birth transition depending on 1) women’s lifestyle preferences (Hakim 2000) and 2) women’s child care 

preferences (Rossier et al. 2011). Respective hypotheses were derived and empirically tested by means 

of Event-History analysis applied to the process of German women’s transition to first birth. Data for 

the underlying sample was provided by the German Pairfam panel data set with extensive information 

on women’s life course and relevant attitudes.  

Firstly, the results indicate that child care is a stimulating force if relevant to women’s intended life 

course. Adaptive women with access to child care incur 61% higher risks of childbearing than adaptive 

women without access to child care. In contrast, the mere provision of child care does not alter the 

fertility decisions of women with a family or career focus. Women with a strong focus on either career 

or family conduct decisions for or against motherhood irrespective of the presence of formal caring 

options. Children are either essential part of or unfeasible option in women’s intended life course - the 

alleviating impact of child care on the motherhood burden is irrelevant (family-focused) or insufficient 

(career-focused) to altering this state. It is women with adaptive lifestyle preferences who greatly 

benefit from the provision of child care. They bear a relatively high willingness to compromise their 

career for children. Given the expected burden of motherhood however, their willingness to 

compromise does not suffice to bear the simultaneous burden of motherhood. The provision of child 

care alters this relation by alleviating the anticipated cost of motherhood and decisions against having 

a child turn into decisions for motherhood through the provision of child care.   
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Secondly, the provision of child care stimulates fertility decisions if women’s child caring preferences 

incline them to consider formal care as a caring option for their child. Women who are receptive to 

child care incurred 84% higher risks of first birth than their receptive counter parts if formal child care 

was provided. Women with averse or uncertain care preferences were unaffected in their fertility 

decision based on the provision of formal caring options. The alleviation of the motherhood burden 

does not apply to them as available child care is not noticed or considered as a mean to facilitate their 

reconciliation preferences. Receptive women gladly utilize the provided public support and are as such 

stimulated in their fertility decision.  

Previous studies on the policy impact of child care on women’s fertility decisions have reached mixed 

conclusions (Andersson et al. 2003, Hank and Kreyenfeld 2003 & 2004, Rønsen 2004 and Rindfuss et 

al. 2007). The discussed findings in this study complement insights to previous links of fertility and child 

care provision. Rindfuss et al. (2007) have suggested that for child care to be effective child care should 

not only be available, affordable and qualitative but must be accepted by the exposed population. 

Values presupposed by formal child care and premises of the incumbent German family model stood 

in a stark contrast and as such accounting for a potential misalignment of presupposed and factual 

preferences seemed a sensible extension to prior frameworks of policy evaluation revealing insightful 

patterns. The effect of child care provision on fertility behavior was therefore distinguished by the 

alignment of the presupposed values of child care with “the social life that the majority of people in a 

country want to lead” and the “[preferences] that guide most people’s lives” (Neyer and Andersson 

2008).  

The conclusiveness of results relies on a variety of assumptions whose legitimacy may be undermined 

by a number of data limitations. The main limitation stems from the survey question serving to indicate 

respondents’ perception of the availability of child care. As discussed in section 4 responses may be 

misleading as the inquiry for availability could be referring to formal or informal options. Furthermore, 

the response is a matter of perceived availability which may differ from factual availability due to a 

variety of factors. Thirdly, the response indicates sufficient or insufficient availability of child care 

which does not necessarily give any indication of sufficient quality or affordability of child care. As such 

the question does not allow to distinguish whether judgements of sufficiency are driven by aspects of 

quality, cost or availability. 
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The sample size has a two-fold effect on the quality of results. While the relationship duration until 

censoring is relatively extensive with an average of 6.5 years, the average observation follow-up time 

of 2.9 years is relatively short. This drawback may be mitigated by the fact that women were observed 

during their prime childbearing age, however many women may delay child birth and as such the 

hazard rate may in fact reflect a birth delay rather than abstinence.  

Secondly, more extensive data would allow a testing of not only two-way but three-way interactions. 

This could be particularly useful for testing whether effects of child care availability in interaction with 

child care preferences differ by lifestyle preferences. Women bearing averse preferences to formal 

care may be more affected by those preferences, when having adaptive lifestyle preferences whose 

facilitation could benefit from formal care options.  

 

8. Conclusion 

The prior framework of policy assessment incorporated characteristics of the applied policy as well as 

characteristics of the exposed population that crucially distinguish the population’s inclination to 

utilize that policy. This approach was conducted by the example of the effect of child care policy on 

German women’s first-birth transition. The results illustrate that the applied distinction allows a more 

precise identification of factors that drive or hamper the effectiveness of policy in bringing about the 

intended outcome. The obtained results illustrate that ambiguous findings of prior research on policy 

effectiveness may be more conclusive if further distinguished by the exposed population’s 

acceptability and applicability of that policy. Identifying these factors has crucial implications for policy 

makers ́ - they indicate whether bringing about the intended policy success is a matter of simply scaling 

that policy or whether the population’s preferences framing the policy context require adjustment.  

Lacking scale of policy establishment and an insufficient alignment of women’s preferences with 

preferences presupposed by child care can be concluded as forces hampering policy effectiveness. The 

corresponding implications for a successful future policy path are unambiguous. 43% of women in the 

sample had no access to flexible child care options. Slightly more than half of these women had 

progressive attitudes towards child care and slightly less than half of them exhibited preferences 

indicating a strong desire for the reconciliation of family and career. At the same time, almost half of 

all women in the sample are averse or uncertain to formal child care options – an extraordinarily high 

figure for millennials in the 21st century. Assuming preferences in the underlying sample are somewhat 

representative for German women the results undoubtedly imply the need for a continued, 

determined expansion of the current German child care infrastructure.  
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Family policy “embodies a particular image of motherhood” and “signals which kind of behavior is 

expected” (Neyer and Andersson 2008). Abolishing anachronistic male-breadwinner policies while 

expanding dual-earner oriented child care infrastructure would accelerate the due transition to a new 

prevalent German motherhood image. It would not only convey normative and practical support to 

the 20%-30% of the sample population which are willing but hesitant to identify with the progressive 

mother role (matter of scaling), but set an iterative transformation process of child care 

norms/preferences in motion for those 49% still averse to any third-party care (matter of preference). 
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Appendix I  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No Yes
Attitude towards formal child care

23% 28%
12% 16%
8% 13%

Lifestyle preferences
Family focus 2% 5%
Adaptive 19% 34%
Career/educ focus 22% 18%

Total 43% 57%

No. of observations
No. of subjects
n  with birth (% with birth)

2.217

745

254 (34%)

 Source: Pairfam 2008-2015, Author'computation using Stata 13

Table 5: Sample distribution of child care availability by lifestyle 

preferences and child care norms 

Flexible child care available

Receptive
Uncertain
Averse
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Appendix II  

H2 & H3: Full regression model 

  

 

 

No Yes
Lifestyle preference
Baselines

1.00 0.79
1.00 1.61**
1.00 1.84

Attitude towards formal child care
Baselines No Yes

1.00 1.84***
1.00 1.02
1.00 0.83

Education

Work status

Country of birth

Duration of cohabitation
Duration of cohabitation squared
Age 
Age squared

No. of observations
No. of subjects

n  with birth (% with birth)

* p< 0,1, ** p<0,05, ***p<0,01. Source: Pairfam 2008-2015, Author'computation using Stata 13

2.217 2.217
745 745

254 (34%) 254 (34%)

0.96 0.98
1.00 0.99

1.01 1.01
0.99 0.99

Eastern Germany 1.68** 1.68**
Foreign-born 0.96 0.94

Western Germany 1.00 1.00

No 1.00 1.00
Yes 1.30 1.27

Living in East Germany

2000<= Inc <4000 0.93 0.87
4000<= Inc 1.07 1.03

500<= Inc <1000 0.68 0.66
1000<= Inc <2000 0.60** 0.58**

GGCE income class (in € per month)
<500 1.00 1.00

Periphery >= 100.000 1.05 1.01
Rural area < 100.000 1.04 1.03

Place of residence
City center >= 100.000 1.00 1.00

LAT (unmarried or married) 0.63 0.62*
Married 2.39*** 2.44***

Relationship status
Cohabiting 1.00 1.00

Stay-home 8.93*** 8.89***
unemployed/retired 1.83* 1.90*

Part-time 0.84 0.82
Enrolled in education 0.60 0.59

Full-time 1.00 1.00

Post-secondary & upper secondary 1.29* 1.28*
No degree & lower secondary 0.44 0.43

Tertiary education 1.00 1.00

Averse 1.02

Receptive 1.00
Uncertain 1.14

Family focus 1.00
Adaptive 0.39***
Career/educ focus 0.08***

Flexible child care available Flexible child care available

Table 6: Effect of the interaction of child care norms with child care availability and lifestyle preferences 

on the transition to first birth of German women 

H2 H3
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Appendix III 

 

H2: Robustness test  

  

 

 

H3: Robustness test 

  

 

No Yes
Lifestyle preference
Baselines

1.00 1.09
1.00 1.75***
1.00 1.70

No. of observations
No. of subjects
n  with birth (% with birth)

Career/educ focus

2.133
711

240 (34%)

Controlled for respondents' child care attitudes, education, work status, relationship status, place of 

residence, GGCE income class, living in East Germany, country of birth, cohabitation duration and age 

(with squared specifications).

* p< 0,1, ** p<0,05, ***p<0,01. Source: Pairfam 2008-2015, Author'computation using Stata 13

Table 2R: Effects of the interaction of lifestyle precences and child care availability 

on the transition to first birth of German women 

Flexible child care available

Family focus
Adaptive

No Yes
Attitude towards formal child care
Baselines

1.00 1.98***

1.00 1.36

1.00 0.93

No. of observations
No. of subjects

n  with birth (% with birth)

2.133

711

240 (34%)

Controlled for respondents'  lifestyle preference, education, work status, relationship status, place 

of residence, GGCE income class, living in East Germany, country of birth, cohabitation duration 

and age (with squared specifications).

* p< 0,1, ** p<0,05, ***p<0,01. Source: Pairfam 2008-2015, Author'computation using Stata 13

Table 3R: Effect of the interaction of child care norms and child care availability on 

the transition to first birth of German women 

Flexible child care available

Receptive

Uncertain

Averse
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